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YOUR GIFT AT WORK AT THE ELLIOT HEALTH SYSTEM

A NOTE FROM
DR. GREG BAXTER,
PRESIDENT, ELLIOT HEALTH SYSTEM
While we still manage life with
the COVID-19 pandemic, the
community we serve is
reengaging with their health
care providers in growing
numbers. We are committed to
using the lessons we have
learned during the pandemic
to transform operations to
better provide care to the
communities we serve.

LEAVING A LEGACY FOR JULIE
Julie Dupuis, R.T. (R) (ARRT) was a well-loved and
dedicated employee of The Elliot for over 36 years. During
her many years at Elliot Hospital, she led the radiology
department and considered The Elliot her second home.
Julie led by example and was selfless in her work, treating
staff and patients as family and often referring to
colleagues as her second family. With a strong dedication
to her work, Julie's greatest passion was using her
profession to help those around her.

Multiple teams are working to integrate the models of
care that we instituted due to COVID-19 as key
components of our delivery model going forward, such
as telemedicine which has been very valuable to both
patients and providers.
On June 18th a groundbreaking ceremony was held for
the new 22,000 square foot emergency department at
The Elliot. We have modified some initial plans to
construction, based on what we have learned while
caring for patients during the pandemic. Modifications
have been made to designs of the reception, waiting
room and triage areas that will allow space for better
isolation for infectious patients, increased ventilation
and air filtration systems, and added additional oxygen
ports to care for an increased number of patients.
This is an exciting time as we start a new chapter,
providing more access to emergency healthcare to
meet the growing needs of greater Manchester and it
would not be possible without the generous
philanthropic support of our community.
During these times of transition and change, your
support has never been more important or impactful.
I thank you for your continued support of The Elliot!

Julie and her husband Peter were high school sweethearts
and were married for over 39 years. They were looking
forward to retiring in the near future. They were also
looking forward to becoming grandparents later in 2020.
Tragically, the Dupuis family’s life was turned upside down
due to a terrible car accident that occurred in October of
2020. Julie passed away on December 11, 2020 following
the serious injuries she sustained in the crash.
Wanting to bring something positive out of such a terrible
tragedy, Julie’s husband, Peter and her children, Jennifer
and Chad, partnered with the Mary & John Elliot Charitable
Foundation to help keep Julie’s memory and spirit alive.
Peter explains, “My children and I just knew that Julie’s
legacy of love and helping others must live on. To ensure
her light continues to shine and her love continues to touch
others, we came up with two ways to honor Julie, Julie’s
Radiology Scholarship and Julie’s Giraffes Program.
Continued on page 3
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The Walk for Hope Returns!
The sun was shining on June 13th as we welcomed over 400 walkers at the Walk
for Hope, raising nearly $50,000 in support of programs and services at the
Solinsky Center for Cancer Care at The Elliot.
The Solinsky Center for Cancer Care is committed to not just treating the illness,
but the patient as a whole. “A walk like this is so important in the cancer journey. It
provides a community of support and hope,” says Brian Knab, M.D., Radiation
Oncologist.

Jessica Jacques, an Emergency Department nurse at The Elliot, walked with her team, “Galloping for Granna,”
in honor of her mother-in-law, Alicia Brady, who passed away from pancreatic cancer last December. Jacques
remarked, “Throughout Alicia’s 17-month battle with pancreatic cancer, the caring and compassionate staff at
New Hampshire Oncology and Hematology (NHOH), partner of Elliot Health System, supported not only her but
our entire family. Dr. Crow knew exactly what Alicia needed and always encouraged her, giving her hope even
in her weakest moments. It’s important for us to honor Alicia with this walk because cancer affects
EVERYBODY.”
Both Jacques and her sister, Nicole Howley, generously supported the Solinsky Center for Cancer Care at The
Elliot in this year's walk, along with their team, raising over $5,000 and hope to make it an annual tradition to
keep honoring Alicia's memory.
Since opening its doors in 2019, The Solinsky Center for Cancer Care has been seeing 1,000 new patients a
month and has increased the number of nurse navigators from 2 to 4. These specialized nurse navigators give
patients one clinical point of contact to help them through the complexities of managing treatment plans. The
need for continued support of the services offered at The Solinsky Center for Cancer Care is critical and we
thank all who walked, donated, and sponsored this important event!
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LEAVING A LEGACY FOR JULIE
Continued from page 1

We are so pleased to be able to have the help and support of the Mary and John Elliot
Charitable Foundation to help ensure Julie’s legacy will live on forever within the Elliot
family and the surrounding communities of Manchester, and beyond.”
The Julie Dupuis Scholarship will be given each year to an outstanding radiology student,
honoring Julie’s high standards for radiologic competency and patient care. The first
scholarship was given out on Julie’s birthday, June 7, 2021 to Emily Stevens, a freshman
radiology student attending New Hampshire Technical Institute who has a clinical rotation
at The Elliot. In addition, “Julie’s Giraffes,” a heartfelt program born from Julie’s love of
giraffes, will give a stuffed giraffe to babies born at Elliot Hospital - a special keepsake in
honor of Julie. To date nearly $17,000 has been raised in Julie’s honor, leaving a legacy in
her name for years to come.

Memorial gifts are an impactful way to honor a loved one. For more
information about our Inspired Giving program scan this QR code.

COVID-19 Update
As a leader in health here in New Hampshire, we
want to share some important information about
COVID-19. With the variant strains of COVID-19 on
the rise, in particular the Delta variant fueling
outbreaks in the United States, NH is seeing an
increase in cases. The shifts in the virus spread is
more greatly impacting those who are unvaccinated.
A recent review of cases has determined that
virtually all recent COVID-19 hospitalizations and
deaths were among those who were unvaccinated.
To date, data suggests that many of the vaccines,
including Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna and Johnson &
Johnson, provide good protection against Delta,
especially against the worst outcomes, including
hospitalization and death. With fall quickly
approaching, now is the time to obtain your vaccine
if you haven’t done so already. This will protect you,
your family, your community, and those (including
children) who are not able to get the vaccine. It is
also important to keep vigilant with good hand
hygiene, wear a mask when indoors in crowds or if
your area is seeing an increase in cases, and stay
home if you are feeling unwell. Stay safe and well.

The Elliot’s New Look
Three years ago Elliot Health System joined Southern
New Hampshire Health to form SolutionHealth and
together we are providing our communities with greater
access to the care they need. Additionally, through
SolutionHealth's affiliation with Massachusetts General
Hospital, we are expanding on the advanced and
innovative treatments and technologies available in
southern New Hampshire.
As we continue to combine functions and form joint
clinical ventures for the benefit of our communities, it is
time to align our visual identities to better tell the
SolutionHealth story. For that reason, we are pleased to
share The Elliot's new logo.
If you haven't already, you will begin seeing this logo
used in the hospital and outpatient practices, on our
website and social media accounts, and in our online
publications. The full transition to the new logo is
expected to take some time to complete.
While we adopt this change in the look of our collateral
materials at The Mary & John Elliot Foundation, this
change of branding will not affect donations to The
Elliot. The Mary & John Elliot Charitable Foundation
continues to work with donors and our community to
support patient care and programs at Elliot Hospital,
with 100% of donations directed exclusively to The Elliot.
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Donate Blood. Save a Life!
Throughout the pandemic Elliot Hospital has partnered with the American
Red Cross, achieving the honored distinction of Premier Blood Partner. In
addition, Anne Marie Hafeman, Events and Community Outreach Manager,
was recognized in June by The American Red Cross for her work managing
the blood drives at The Elliot. Since January 2020, The Elliot has held 13
blood drives, collecting 386 units of blood, and impacting the lives of 1,158
patients.
You can help save a life! The Elliot will be holding a blood drive at River’s
Edge on Wednesday, October 6. To register or more information on local
blood drives in greater Manchester, visit https://www.redcrossblood.org/.

Thank you to our current corporate donors!
Amoskeag Anesthesia, PLLC
Aware Recovery Care
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
BOND
Brady Sullivan Properties
Central Paper Products, Inc./Imperial Dade
Coca-Cola Beverages Northeast
Elliot Hospital Associates
e4h Environments for Health Architecture
Epic

Geneia
Granite State Plumbing & Heating
Hoertdoerfer Dentistry, PLLC
J.P. Morgan Securities
LogixHealth
New Hampshire Oncology-Hematology, PA
Northeast Delta Dental
Northeast Rehabilitation Hospital Network
nThrive
Outdoor Pride Landscaping, Inc.

People's United Bank
Pinnacle Mortgage Corp.
Radiation Oncology Associates, P.A.
Southern New Hampshire Radiology
Consultants
Tenn And Tenn, P.A.
The Anagnost Companies
Triangle Credit Union
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, P.L.L.C

2021 EVENTS
We will continue to put the health of our
community before all else and will make
adjustments to event plans as needed based on
infection prevention parameters surrounding
COVID-19.

Elliot Health System Gala
September 17, 2021
donate.elliothospital.org/elliotgala
Elliot Health System Fall Fest Golf Tournament
October 7, 2021
donate.elliothospital.org/fallfest

These events will support the expansion of The Elliot Emergency Department.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US AT:
Mary & John Elliot Charitable Foundation
701 Riverway Place, Building 7 | Bedford, NH 03110
603-663-8934 | foundation@elliothospital.org
elliothospital.org/foundation

FOR UPDATES
ON EVENTS AND
NEWS AT THE ELLIOT
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM

GIVE ONLINE at donate.elliothospital.org

@mjefoundation

